
Translating Baby Wolf to Hazel Rose

Weaving Lesson One: Plaids

Here are two versions of a weaving I did on the Baby Wolf.  Here is a selections of 
plaids I did with the same yarn on the 12” Hazel Rose Triangle.

I ran out of the green in the first picture so all these are with purple, pink and blue 
with the yellow between.

The twill appeared too loose and I thought the design did not show well so I went 
back to plain weave like the first sample above but using the yellow between as in 
the second sample. The horizontal yellow shoes much better in my tris than in the 
Big loom. I seem to recall that it was visible before fulling so I think that must be a 
result of it’s trip though the washer. Anyway, I liked the yellow so put it in.
Here is the graph I made for the plaid I preferred.  I did not want a yellow stripe down 
the center so I started my plotting from the tip of the triangle.  My math is not up to 
par so mostly this was done ‘draw and erase’ until I got it to work out.

It says “double row of yellow on one nail”. I did two rows with the yellow and then 
lifted the both to nail one. The worked two rows of purple and lifted them to nail two. 
That gave me 4 yarn trails on two nails so my count would still come out correctly. 



The reason for this is that my yellow was a bit thinner yarn than the rest and tended 
to make a thin area  at the hypotenuse. Weaving these over and under like the rest 
of the tri made a nicer edge, I thought. But the rest of the tri is woven 7 color and 2 
yellow. Keep in mind that the tip nail is only counted once.

About yarn ends. You are going to have quite a few of these. I changed colors on the 
hypotenuse and I dealt with each tri differently but have 
come to some conclusions. The first one I did, I cut the ends 
and left them hanging then crocheted them under the 
edging. That worked but shows occasionally and makes the 
edging fatter. The next one I just carried the yarns across 
and then again, buried them in the border. That was a little 
neater but still showed some and made the edging a little 
lumpy. The rest of them I did using the Russian Join method 
and needling the ends back into themselves. I left a bit of 
yarn hanging out until it was fulled and then clipped them 
off. Weave them in an inch or better so you can clip again 
next wash day, if necessary.
I joined the tris using the faggoting stitch illustrated in your 
booklet. I worked the edging in a single crochet. I wove the 
border both to hide my color ends and to add the additional 
yellow around it. Also, yeah, I admit it, to neaten things up a 
bit.  O tried my hand at the twisted crochet fringe, but was 
not happy with it so went back to the cut and twist. I kept 
my fringe the same length all the way across but you could 
get a different look by making it longer on the high side so 
that it squared the end. 


